
TOPICALS

Enhancer Pro Sealer  (Natural)
Heavy duty water-based protection against 
tough oil and water-based stains. 

Features and Benefits:
• Enriches color
• Heavy duty protection against most stains
• Solvent-based, interior & exterior    
 applications

Where to Use:
Natural stone such as limestone, slate, 
travertine, sandstone, flagstone, tumbled 
stone, flamed stone & textured stone. 
Masonry & concrete.

Semi Gloss Finishing Sealer 
Water-based, low-VOC, low-odor formula 
provides a low luster shine and protects 
against water- and oil-based stains. 

Features and Benefits:
• Two-in-one formula leaves a wet-look finish 

and protects against stains
• Easy-to-use, water-based formula
• Interior use
• Colors

Where to Use:
Slate, saltillo, limestone, travertine and 
concrete floors.

High Gloss Finishing Sealer 
Water-based, low-VOC, low-odor formula 
provides a brilliant shine and protects 
against water- and oil-based stains. 

Features and Benefits:
• Two-in-one formula leaves a wet-look finish 

and protects against stains
• Easy-to-use, water-based formula
• Interior use

Where to Use:
Slate, saltillo, limestone, travertine and 
concrete floors.

Semi Gloss High GlossNatural Look

Enhanced



COLORANTS

Sasso Bello’s Perfect Colorant System uses 
a 4-step process to revitalize your stone 
or tile surfaces. This process not only 
restores your tile to their original beauty, 
but with its fungicides, bactericides and 
mildicides built into our system it insures 
sanitation for many years.

Grout Coloring has many benefits:

• It can change the entire look and feel of  
tiled surface. 

• It can be an excellent alternative to re-
grouting when existing grout cannot be 
cleaned because of a deep stain or other 
damage. 

  
• It can be used to seamlessly match a 

new installation to that of an existing 
installation. 

• It provides a superior barrier to future 
stains, oils and other contaminates.  

Sasso Bello’s Grout Colorant System is an 
epoxy-based formula that is extremely 
durable and will provide superior 
protection to that of any impregnator 
sealer on the market.  Available in 
practically ANY color, grout colorant is 
indistinguishable from natural grout, 
except for the undeniable fact that it 
repels dirt and stains much better.

BEFORE

AFTER

GROUT COLORANT



SEALERS

UNSEALED
All stone is porous to some degree. Protect your 
natural stone and prevent stains with Sasso Bello’s 
Professional sealers. The good news is once treated, 
the advanced formula delivers protection to ensure 
your natural stone is ready for everyday use.
People often assume that natural stone is “stain-
proof,” however all stone is porous to some degree. 
If not properly treated with a protective sealer, 
water, oils or other liquids can easily penetrate the 
stone, leaving behind unwanted stains.

BEFORE BEFORE

SEALED
Product Description: A unique water-based, V.O.C. 
compliant impregnator sealer, which penetrates 
grout, stone and masonry surfaces to protect against 
water and oil staining while allowing substrate to 
properly breath. Non-yellowing, long lasting. Will 
not change surface appearance. Will not alter proper 
cure time on new grout.

AFTER AFTER



POLISHES

HONED
Restoration of a honed finish 
involves using a series of diamond 
abrasives up until the desired 
finish is achieved.  In addition, 
restoration at this level will 
remove minor to moderate 
scratches and etch marks.

800
Natural stone reflects light and 
does not need a topical coating or 
wax to achieve this desired finish. 
This is followed by careful polishing 
techniques that can only be learned 
from experience.

3200
Sasso Bello’s Polishing System:   
a polishing progression of higher 
grit series and compounds to 
simulate a higher gloss for a very 
enlightening shine.

1600
When stone surfaces wear and  
display traffic patterns, the polish  
can be restored using a series of 
diamond grits. This process will: 
• Refresh the original color of the floor
• Improve its resistance to stains and 

watermarks.

Dull Medium Polish

Semi Polish High Polish



PRODUCTS - PART 1

Sasso Bello Products Other Cleaning Products

Treated with care, the polished stone in your home can look like new for years 
to come. Keep spills from becoming stains with the Sasso Bello’s Professional 
line of cleaners. From daily cleaning to heavy-duty clean-ups these products 
were carefully formulated for use on natural stone and tile.



PRODUCTS - PART 2

PRODUCTS

Revitalizer Cleaner & Protector
Our flagship cleaner. Easily and safely removes soils 
while reinforcing protection for easy cleaning.

Features and Benefits:
• Cleans common messes while reinforcing protection 
• Built-in sealer makes surfaces easier to clean 
• Gentle formula 
• Great for stone countertops and everywhere else 
• Available in Citrus or Cucumber scent 

Recommended surfaces:
Natural stone such as granite, marble, slate and 
sandstone.

Stone & Tile Cleaner
Economical cleaner for ceramic and porcelain tile

Features and Benefits:
• Cleans everyday messes
• Neutral, gentle formula
• Great for countertops, stone & ceramic tile floors

Where to Use:
Ceramic & Porcelain tile & grout.

Pulire (Spot Solutions)
Quickly cuts through stubborn 
grease and soils.  Great for Ceramic & 
Porcelain tile.

Features and Benefits:
• Powers through stubborn grease  

and soils
• Safe on Ceramic or Porcelian Tile
• Professional strength

Where to Use: 
Ceramic and porcelain tile & grout. 
Masonry & concrete.



GROUT REPLACEMENT

BEFORE

Grout joints will typically begin to deteriorate and discolor in the tub or 
shower area over a period of time while your tiles themselves never lose 
their original beauty and shine. Sasso Bello’s process of grout removal 
and replacement will give you that “new” look at a fraction of the cost of 
replacement. 

Sasso Bello’s technique of  regrouting tile is the most effective, professional 
and BEST way to regrout. Our system will not only improve the appearance 
of your kitchen counter, vanity, tub surround, or shower stall but it will 
ensure a lasting finish for years to come.AFTER



STONE REPAIRS

The field in crack repairs, 
chipped edges, broken 
corners, deep surface 
scratches, damaged seams, 
stains, acid burns, craters, 
and other defects, is Sasso 
Bello’s specialization 
where occurrence can be 
resolved and protected for 
years to come. 

Most of the repairs 
required for interior 
stone surfaces involve 
cracking, chipping and 
reattachment of loose 
pieces.  All of these 
services Sasso Bello 
provides are professional 
solutions. 

Sasso Bello’s team of 
experts are able to repair 
or replace the most 
difficult types of tile and 
stone issues that can arise, 
including cracked tiles, 
loose grouting, and the 
ones demonstrated here. 

Granite, marble and other 
stone surfaces, including: 
kitchen counter tops, 
vanity tops, fireplaces, 
walls and floors, all may be 
affected with such repairs.

BEFORE REPAIR AFTER REPAIR


